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Objectives:
The basic objectives of this paper are To study the selected stories of Kate Chopin.
To show the writing style of Kate Chopin.
To highlight the mental dilemma or conflict of die women characters in those stories.
To explore the scope of psychological reading of these stories.
Methodology:
Basically this paper is descriptive in nature. Both primaiy and secondary data are
used to prepare this paper. Primary data comprise the texts of the stories and the secondary
data comprise other books on the author and her writings and books on psychological
theories etc. Internet is also used for some factual information.
"A Respectable Woman" was published in January, 1894. The story depicts the
mental dilemma of a woman named Mrs. Baroda. Before the arrival ofher husband's friend,
Mr. Gouvemail, she unconsciously imagined an image of that person as "tall, slim, cynical;
with eye-glasses and his hands in pockets." Moreover, she already decided in her mind that
he was not that kind of a person to be liked by her. But to her sheer astonishment he
appeared to be the opposite of what she presumed about him and "she rather liked him
when he first presented himself." Though she loved her husband, Gouvemail's lovable
personality also somehow impressed her. In that mood she decided to leave with Mr.
Gouvemail for the city leaving her husband Gaston. Indeed she was in a confused state of
mind, unable to decide her priorities. Sitting under an oak tree she found Mr. Gouvemail
coming towards her. In the following confrontation between them that night he opened himself
in front ofher. His words were hardly going into her mind, as "she was not thinking of his
voice, but only drinking in the tones of his voice." Her feeling for him grew stronger at that
time, "She wanted to reach out her hand in the darkness and touch him with the sensitive tips
ofher fingers upon his face or lips."
But with the strength of mind she could resist herself from being close to him and that
too without showing any rudeness, "The stronger the impulse grew to bring herself near him,
the further, in fact, did she drew away from him." She was trapped between her responsibilities
and her desires. But at last, like the title, she proved herself a respectable woman by preferring
her social accountability. Her decision saved her marital relationship with Gaston at the cost
ofher desires. Considering the temptation of that night as "folly" she came to know the reality
that "there are some battles in life which a human being must fight alone."
Chopin's another story "A Story of an Hour" was written on April 19,1894 and it
first appeared in Vogue on December6,1894 under the title "Dream of an Hour". This stoiy
is about a woman called Mrs. Mallard who wanted to free herself ofher unfulfilled marriage.
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her dire necessities, but on that day she did not want to let that chance go.
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Preparing for a shopping, she first entered a silk hosieiy shop, where she bought a pair
ofblack silk stockings for a dollar and ninety-eight cents. The lady who "knew the value of
bargains", had not gone for a bargaining over that reduced price. Here, the silk stockings
referred to an independent and tree state of mind that kept her away from all the familial matters
- as if a place for her own. Her longings seemed comparatively small, "what a very small parcel
it was! It seemed lost in the depths ofher shabby old shopping bag." For a long time she had
not bought something expensive, so she bought a pair of polished boots and gloves.
Hie whole day was like dream for her - transient enough to live to the fullest. Towards
home the same hectic routine of a housewife was waiting for her. But no one could decipher
what she actually wished - the desire to have that time forever.
According to Sigmund Freud, those repressed fears and conflicts which are causing
problems should be brought out freely into the conscious mind so that they can be faced
openly. In ail the stories above, the female characters have "repressed desires" of some kind.
Mrs. Baroda's desire was to become close to Mr. Gouvemail. Mrs. Mallard wanted to be
free from her husband. Miss Nathalie secretly loved Brantain, and Mrs. Sommers wished a
life ofher own. The probable reason of these mental conditions may be their unsatisfactory
sexual relationships because in all the four stories not a single happy relationship between
man and woman could be seen. Those unadmitted sexual desires led to an outburst of
mental conflict and sometimes confusions- The women who faced the problem being outspoken
overcame their conflict, e.g. Mrs. Baroda and Miss Nathalie; and those who failed to do so,
had to pay the cost of their lives, e.g. Mrs. Mallard. So, the above reading of the stories
made it clear that they surely have a scope of psychological interpretation.
To conclude it may be said that all the four objectives of this paper have been
fulfilled. Kate Chopin was a prolific woman writer although she had never been mentioned
as such in the history of American Literature. She admired the writings of Guy de Maupassant.
While growing up she possessed an insight of human hearts that led her to analyze the
contemporary American society.
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